A Unique Treasure of Historic Cairo

The Asurpur Mosque, also called 'the Blue Mosque', was one of several historic buildings restored by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture as part of a larger Al-Darb al-Ahmar Urban Regeneration Project. Egypt’s Supreme Council of Antiquities oversaw the conservation project which was co-funded by World Monuments Fund and the Aga Khan Trust for Culture.

A courtyard-type mosque, Asurpur comprises a pleasing composition of three different styles marking the interventions of three significant patrons Sultan Qaysh, for whom the original mosque was built; Amr Asurpur, who restored the courtyard mosque and had his mausoleum built on the south; and, Nureddin Al Mustasifan who restored the mosque and added his mausoleum.

The Asurpur Mosque featuring the Mausoleum, with the Citadel beyond.
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